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SUMMARY

The PhD thesis entitled “Spatial genetic analysis on Scots pine (Pinus sylvstris L.)
natural populations” tries to reconstruct the post glacial

colonization routes of an

economically important and widely distributed conifer, Scots pine.
Natural selection, mutation, recombination, demographic history and chance, all have
a role in evolution. In natural populations, the outcome of these forces is seen as adaptations,
differences between geographic varieties, and as genetic diversity in populations—both at
the phenotypic and molecular levels. In this thesis I wanted to examine the roles of the
evolutionary forces shaping molecular genetic diversity in trees, with emphasis on a boreal
conifer, Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris).
Pinus sylvestris (Scots pine) is the most widely distributed Eurasian conifer. It is
found in a range of environments, soils, and climates from arid, mountainous areas of Spain
and Turkey to subarctic forests of northern Scandinavia and Siberia. A large part of its
current distribution was covered by the continental ice or was otherwise uninhabitable
during the last glacial maximum (LGM) which occurred about 20,000 years ago (WILLIS et
al. 1998; SVENDSEN et al. 1999). During the LGM, Scots pine was present in the ice-free
regions of Southern and Central Europe, but it is also possible that it survived in Siberia and
in more eastern parts of Europe (WILLIS and van ANDEL 2004). After the LGM, Scots
pine expanded to new areas as the habitats became more suitable for it. Based on the
European pollen records of the genus Pinus, its distribution started to expand about 16,000
years ago in Southern European regions, and it reached northernmost Scandinavia
7,800 years ago (WILLIS et al. 1998). However, little is known about the origin of the
populations that colonized the northern parts of Europe.
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Phylogeographic history and past population size changes have a dominant role in
molecular diversity of P. sylvestris. The effect of the Last Glacial Maximum (37 000–16
000) was observed in the distribution of mitochondrial DNA variation. Not much evidence
of positive natural selection was found in pines or trees in general. This is in contrast to
strong natural selection that is observed at the phenotypic level. Positive selection is difficult
to prove, especially when the genome is still affected by demographic history. Mutation–
drift equilibrium may rarely be reached in tree populations.
The paper highlights the present knowledge of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.)
diversity, historical and geographical distribution, based on mitochondrial and chloroplast
DNA data. The observed differences in the estimates of genetic differentiation between
different types of genomes suggest that both pollen and seed contribute significantly to gene
flow within species. Organelles’ diversity represents an important criterion which could be
later applied in planning for future forest management and breeding through a better
understanding of adaptation strategies of different Scots pine haplotypes. Research on
organelles’ diversity could lead to important practical applications in areas such as
traceability and eco-certification of forest products, and the identification of plant
populations for conservation. This analysis would provide valuable references when facing
current day problems with climate change, species adaptation, and loss of forest with
negative effects on biodiversity.
The cold periods of the Pleistocene had a dramatic impact on most of the species in
temperate regions (Webb 1992) responding through migrations to regions where climatic
condition allowed them to survive (Taberlet et al. 1998). Spatial information is an important
element to be considered in order to understand genetic resources (Heywood 1991), habitat
connectivity and distribution of the organisms.
A major interest on understanding the spatial genetic structure on Scots pine is
motivated by the importance of such knowledge in tree breeding and conservation.
Therefore, a lot of effort has been devoted to study the spatial genetic structure in Scots pine
(e.g., Petit et al 2004; Pyhäjärvi et al 2008; Naydenov et al. 2007), however, most of those
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works cover large extensions of Scots pine distribution at the cost of having a very dispersed
sampling and relatively small sample sizes per site.
The European pine pollen fossil records are exhaustive (HUNTLEY and BIRKS
1983), but for the following reasons, they only provide an approximation of the species
distribution. First, pollen disperses long distances, and second, pollen production tends to be
low in severe environments (SARVAS 1962). Macro- and mega fossil data, which are
considered to be more reliable than pollen data, suggest that P. sylvestris survived in
Hungary and the Czech Republic more than 30,000 years ago (reviewed by WILLIS and van
ANDEL 2004). Based on genetic data, it is highly probable that there were some isolated
populations in the Iberian and Italian Peninsulas during the LGM (SINCLAIR et al. 1999;
SORANZO et al. 2000; CHEDDADI et al. 2006).
Genetic diversity studies can be applied in forest breeding and management, which
are already challenged by the climate change, in order to preserve and improve Scots pine
populations. Genetic studies would provide valuable references for future requirements,
which already today are expressed as forest fragmentation and species extinction, which in
extension affect biodiversity.
Survival in glacial refugia and postglacial colonization are thought to be important
determinants of the genetic structure we see in the present populations. When combined with
pollen data, Tollefsrud et al. (2008) identified five main sources for expansions of a forest
tree in Europe during the Holocene: the Russian plains, the eastern Alps, the Bohemian
massif, the West Carpathians, and the southern part of the East Carpathians. Genetic
diversity was relatively high in most source areas both in northern and central Europe.
Therefore, colonization across vast areas in northern Europe did not lead to a large loss in
genetic diversity, but to an increase in population differentiation, a pattern concordant with
pollen data, which suggest that colonization, was rapidly taking place supplemented with
long-distance dispersal. In central Europe, diversity was kept over much shorter distances,
possibly as a result of population bottlenecks. Along with the migration routes in central
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Europe, population admixture from different refugia probably took place, increasing genetic
diversity (Tollefsrud et al. 2008).
The other option is that response to local conditions, for example climate–day length
combination, has emerged during and after the colonization. To resolve the relative
importance of these two processes resulting in adaptation, it is important to know the
colonization history. The history of colonization of forest trees also helps to deduce the
climate and habitat conditions in different parts of Eurasia during the Ice Age. The extensive
study of PETIT et al. (2003) on the postglacial history of 25 European trees and shrubs
clarified the history of European forests. It has been concluded that even if the refugia for
most species were located in the same regions, the routes and dynamics of re colonization
differ from species to species (FERRIS et al. 1998; PETIT et al. 2002).
In Pinaceae, the different modes of inheritance of mitochondrial (maternal),
chloroplast (paternal) (NEALE & SEDEROFF 1989 and citations therein) and nuclear
(biparental) DNA can be exploited to differentiate between pollen and seed mediated
components of gene flow or in inferring population history at several time-scales.
A lower effective population size, a clinal mode of evolution, and different means of
gene flow of the organelles genomes have contrasting effects on the level of differentiation
compared to the nuclear genome (PETIT et al. 1993; ENNOS 1994), especially in wind
pollinated species such as P. sylvestris. The pollen flow is also extensive. For example,
ROBLEDO- ARNUNCIO & Gil (2005) estimated that 4.3% of fertilizing pollen in an
isolated Spanish population came from more than 30 km distance. Presumably due to
effective pollen flow, the species is not genetically highly structured (GULLBERG et al.
1985, KARHU et al. 1996, Muona & Harju 1989, SZMIDT & MUONA 1985). Even
populations that are separated by thousands of kilometers show little genetic differentiation
at neutral markers (DVORNYK et al. 2002). As a conclusion, it can often be assumed that P.
sylvestris has a large, panmictic population. P. sylvestris has several useful characteristics
from a population genetics viewpoint.

Low genetic differentiation is useful because

population structure can cause false positives in association analysis (ARANZANA et al.
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2005, NEALE & SAVOLAINEN 2004). However, the large genome and gene families
make finding the loci causing adaptive phenotypic variation a demanding task.
In this study, we use data on mitochondrial markers to distinguish between the
alternative locations of glacial refugia and postglacial colonization routes of Scots pine by
examining the distribution of mitochondrial haplotypes with special emphasis on resolving
the descent of Northern European populations.
Because trees are both economically and ecologically important group of plants, it is
important to understand how the natural selection has affected their evolution. This helps to
understand and predict how and at what pace the trees would respond to environmental
changes in the future. I wanted to examine the demographic history of P. sylvestris and
especially study how postglacial colonization of central-southern and northern Europe has
affected the molecular variation in P. sylvestris. I also wanted to study how differences in
the histories of natural populations can be observed in their genomic variation. A goal is also
to get better estimates of scaled mutation and recombination rates and how they vary in the
P. sylvestris genome, because they are essential in understanding the molecular evolution at
the genomic level.

Material and methods
Only a brief outline of the methods is presented in this summary. Details about
sampling, molecular and statistical methods are given in the original thesis. Generally,
samples from natural populations were preferred in order to minimize possible
anthropogenic effects on molecular diversity of P. sylvestris. 69 populations and 714
individual trees were sampled. Sampling was concentrated on central-south Europe
(Romania and Hungary) and northern European populations (Sweden) that were not well
covered in previous studies on P. sylvestris post-glacial colonization history (SINCLAIR et
al. 1999, SORANZO et al. 2000).
DNA was extracted from needles and buds using CTAB protocol (DOYLE and
DOYLE, 1987). The population structure of Scots pine was investigated using maternally
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inherited mitochondrial DNA and paternally inherited chloroplast DNA polymorphisms.
DNA variation in P. sylvestris mitochondria is low (SORANZO 1999). Range-wide
variation was investigated using maternally inherited mitochondrial two markers (mtDNA)
and paternally inherited chloroplast 14 markers (cpDNA) DNA markers. Only one known
variable position, nad1 had been found before (SORANZO et al. 2000). The two
mitochondrial regions were amplified and sequenced to find polymorphisms. No single point
mutation was observed, only variable insertion-deletion positions were found in nad1.
Genetic diversity may decrease during sequential bottlenecks or in isolated
populations due to smaller Ne. In addition to basic F-statistics based analysis of geographic
distribution, the amount of nucleotide variation in different populations was compared.
Genetic and geographical structure by clustering of nucleotide diversity was studied with
Bayesian method, implemented in BAPS software (CORANDER et al. 2003), which
partitions samples into groups based on allele frequency data. Distribution of genetic
variation within and among populations was described with several FST estimates. The
pattern of isolation by distance in mtDNA was tested by comparing genetic differentiation
and geographical distance between populations (Mantel test), because according the IBD
model, there should be positive correlation between the two (WRIGHT 1943).
Phylogeographic structure of mtDNA data was inspected by comparing two FST estimates,
GST and NST (PONS & PETIT 1996). The two estimates differ because, GST is based only
on allele frequencies, but NST also takes into account the distance between haplotypes. If
NST is higher than GST, it indicates that alleles inside a population are more closely related
than alleles compared among populations.
Parameters of molecular diversity were calculated using the following programs:
Arlequin, Contrib, Permut. At the mitochondrial DNA level less diversity was observed in
all population compared with chloroplast DNA. Mean genetic diversity ranged between 0 in
populations from Suceava, Valcea, Vracea, Velemer and 0.522 in Fenyőfő, Ungaria. Genetic
differentiation within population (Gst) was 0.184 and NST =0.184 for Romanian and
Hungarian populations, which indicates that there is no phylogeographic pattern in
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population differentiation but seemed to be a phylogeographic pattern even though the GSTNST comparison did not have power to indicate it and the small differentiation between
populations is due to the orography of the country (Carpathians mountains).
In Swedish populations the genetic diversity was very low or no diversity Hs=0.000
in 32 populations and pretty high 1.000 in Eckersholm (74E) population. A differentiation
between populations across the country suggesting a phylogeoraphic pattern of isolation by
distance was observed in the values of GST= 0.194 and NST= 0.197.
Clustering of populations using spatial genetic analysis revealed two main migration
routs in recolonization of Romanian Scots pine forests. One is from the south-west
Hungarian population colonizing through valleys and Danube the out Carpathian territory
and one is from north-west Hungarian population which colonized the interior Carpathian
populations .
According to comparative studies (TABERLET et al. 1998) based on phylogeography
of ten species, we also found two main postglacial colonization routes which meet in Central
Sweden One is from the northeast, and the other one from the southwest.
Overall, there was a considerable difference in the geographic distribution and
amount of molecular variation between mitochondrial and chloroplast DNA. This was not
surprising, because these genomes have different modes of inheritance. Chloroplast DNA is
paternally inherited and is therefore dispersed long distances by pollen.
Patterns of post-glacial colonization are clear from mtDNA, because the alleles do
not spread as fast as in markers that have pollen mediated gene flow. The drawback of using
mitochondrial and chloroplast markers is that the whole mitochondrial genome is effectively
only one locus, since there is no recombination. Altogether three mitochondrial haplotypes
were found and 230 chloroplast haplotypes in Romania and 240 in Swedish populations see
graphs in the thesis.
In addition to generation time, the time to the most recent common ancestor of a
sample depends also on Ne. The larger the Ne, the further back in history the sample is
carrying information from. Mitochondrial and chloroplast DNA (in monoecious species)
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have half the Ne of nuclear markers and therefore are affected by more recent events than
nuclear DNA. In P. pinaster and Quercus suber even the chloroplast genomes have been
claimed to reflect the geographic events that took place 15 million years ago (MAGRI et al.
2007). In many species, this is close to timescales where interpretation of data requires
taking into account also speciation events. Considering the pace of changes in the
environment, the generation times and genetic diversity in trees, the situation where they
would reach equilibrium is very unlikely. Changes in environment happen faster relative to
coalescence events in species with long generation time, like trees compared to annual
species, for example A. thaliana.
The geographic distribution of mitotypes appeared to be essentially non-random, with
clusters of mitotypes geographically quite well delineated (Figure 28, 29, 30, 31 in the
thesis). The cosmopolitan haplotype AA was largely distributed and found in most of the
populations sampled. Geographic structuring was evident in Swedish populations and also in
Romanian even though the parameters showed no differentiation.
It has also been suggested that large populations and populations with high levels of
diversity should be prioritized for in situ conservation because of their presumed increased
capacity for adaptation and for favoring the ecosystem recovery after drastic environmental
changes.
Overall, the results of this study suggest that, despite periodic interstadial fragmentation
episodes, Scots pine biology provides for the long-term maintenance of high within population
and low among-population diversity at neutral genetic markers.
Any attempt to restore and enhance gene flow among populations or to design seed zones
for reforestation should take into account the population structure detected in this and previous
genetic studies. In particular, the precautionary principle suggests that the novel portrait depicted
by mtDNA markers should be taken into account even if we have no evidence of variation in
quantitative characters between the mitotype groups. For instance, seed transfer from the northern
to the central or southern stands and vice versa should be avoided.
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Further studies including additional sampling and the assessment of quantitative traits
appear necessary in order to better determine the adaptive value of particular phenotypic traits and
to compare the genetic structure of adaptive characters to that derived from neutral genetic
markers.
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